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We study the thermodynamic properties of four-component fermionic mixtures described by the
Hubbard model using the dynamical mean-field-theory approach. Special attention is given to the
system with SU(4)-symmetric interactions at half filling, where we analyze equilibrium many-body
phases and their coexistence regions at nonzero temperature for the case of simple cubic lattice
geometry. We also determine the evolution of observables in low-temperature phases while lowering
the symmetry of the Hamiltonian towards the two-band Hubbard model. This is achieved by varying
interflavor interactions or by introducing the spin-flip term (Hund’s coupling). By calculating the
entropy for different symmetries of the model, we determine the optimal regimes for approaching the
studied phases in experiments with ultracold alkali and alkaline-earth-like atoms in optical lattices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mixtures of quantum particles with high spin symme-
try in lattice systems attract significant attention in the
scientific community for many reasons. In particular,
experimental realizations of systems that are invariant
under continuous SU(N > 2) transformations can give
valuable insight into mechanisms of spontaneous sym-
metry breaking that play a crucial role in vast areas of
condensed-matter and high-energy physics. Depending
on the specific symmetry, these systems are predicted to
have rich phase diagrams and unique physical character-
istics that are not yet fully explored. A key property of
multiflavor mixtures described by the Hubbard model is
their high entropy capacity that constitutes a substantial
advantage for approaching low-temperature many-body
quantum phases experimentally with ultracold atoms in
optical lattices.
Even though typical experimentally accessed tempera-
tures and entropies of trapped atomic gases are too high
to explore the realm of exotic low-temperature phases,
experiments with multiflavor fermionic mixtures of 6Li,
40K, 87Sr, and 173Yb in optical lattices have already un-
covered very rich physics of these systems [1–11]. Of par-
ticular interest among these phases are Ne´el-type mag-
netically ordered phases and the metal-to-Mott-insulator
transition. Note that in the case of high spin symme-
try (in contrast to large-S representations of SU(2) sym-
metry in solid-state materials), quantum fluctuations in-
crease with the number of components [12, 13].
According to theoretical studies [1, 14], the Ne´el-type
ordering is the dominant instability at half filling in
SU(N)-symmetric Hubbard models with up to N = 4
∗ sotnikov@ifp.tuwien.ac.at
interacting flavors. Mixtures with N & 6 start to favor
nonmagnetic valence-bond (or, more generally, valence-
cluster) states that govern the low-temperature physics of
these systems. Therefore, one can draw two main conclu-
sions at this stage: With the increasing number of flavors,
in general, (i) the entropy capacity increases and (ii) mag-
netic ordering is suppressed. The notion of optimal pa-
rameter regime can be helpful to approach magnetically
ordered states in experiments with a tunable number of
fermionic flavors. From this perspective, four-component
mixtures can be viewed as a promising candidate. There-
fore, we choose this system for a detailed theoretical
analysis of thermodynamic properties and relevant phys-
ical observables in the proximity of phase transitions. A
number of theoretical approaches have been developed
recently to understand the low-temperature physics in
the SU(4)-symmetric and other relevant four-component
Hubbard and Heisenberg models. In particular, signifi-
cant progress has been made in recent studies by quan-
tum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods [13, 15–18], dynamical
mean-field theory (DMFT) [19–23], one-dimensional ap-
proaches [24, 25], high-temperature series expansion [26],
and other mean-field approaches [27–29].
II. MODEL AND METHOD
We describe the four-component interacting fermionic
mixture in the framework of the well-known two-orbital
Hubbard model with two internal spin states. Besides
the usual on-site intraorbital interaction U , there are two
types of interorbital interactions denoted as direct (Vdir)
and exchange (Vex) interaction, respectively. Combining
the spin and orbital indices into a single flavor index α,
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2the system is described by the general Hamiltonian
H =− t
∑
〈i,j〉
4∑
α=1
(c†iαcjα +H.c.)− µ
∑
j
4∑
α=1
njα
+
∑
j
4∑
α=1
4∑
α′>α
Uαα′njαnjα′
+ Vex
∑
j
(c†j2c
†
j3cj1cj4 +H.c.), (1)
where c†iα (ciα) is the fermionic creation (annihilation)
operator for a particle with flavor α located on lattice
site i and niα = c
†
iαciα is the corresponding number op-
erator. The hopping amplitude t and chemical poten-
tial µ are equal for all flavors and lattice sites, while
Uαα′ are elements of the symmetric density-density in-
teraction matrix, defined by Uαα = 0, U12 = U34 = U ,
U13 = U24 = Vdir − Vex, and U14 = U23 = Vdir. The last
term of the Hamiltonian describes the spin-flip process
that can be associated with Hund’s coupling in solid-state
materials. Below, we restrict our analysis to the case
of repulsively interacting fermions, such that all nonzero
matrix elements Uαα′ are positive (and, in particular,
Vdir ≥ Vex).
We focus on thermodynamic properties of the
model (1) at half filling (n = 2), where the system is
particle-hole symmetric. The corresponding chemical po-
tential is given by
µhf = (U + 2Vdir − Vex)/2. (2)
Of particular interest is the SU(4)-symmetric system
where all spin and orbital degrees of freedom play an
identical role in (1), meaning that all interspecies inter-
actions are equal to U (i.e., Vdir = U and Vex = 0). We
start our discussion with this special case in Sec. III A.
The SU(4) symmetry is lowered as soon as any interac-
tions become unequal. We study two particular cases of
the four-component Hubbard model with lower symme-
tries in Sec. III B: First, we explore the role of interorbital
direct interactions without taking the exchange interac-
tion into account, i.e., 0 < Vdir < U , Vex = 0. Second,
we consider a finite exchange interaction and include the
spin-flip term.
We use DMFT, a numerical approach based on a map-
ping of the original lattice problem onto an effective An-
derson impurity model [30]. To solve the impurity prob-
lem, we mostly employ the exact-diagonalization (ED)
solver [31] since it is fast and reliable in most regimes
of interest. Moreover, building upon the generalized ver-
sion for multicomponent mixtures [32], it can be extended
to account for the spin-flip term in a straightforward
way (see the Appendix A for more details). In places,
a continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo hybridization
expansion solver (CT-HYB) in the segment representa-
tion [33, 34] is used to benchmark the accuracy of the
obtained results for the SU(4)-symmetric system.
We consider a simple cubic lattice that is directly re-
lated to experimental realizations with ultracold atoms
in optical lattices. The hopping amplitude t is used as a
unit of energy throughout the paper (the bandwidth for
the noninteracting system is W = 12t). Our description
suggests that the system is homogeneous (but breaking
of the lattice translation symmetry into two sublattices
is possible) and infinite, such that the results apply to
bulk properties of trapped gases or other materials only.
III. RESULTS
A. SU(4)-symmetric system
We first focus on ordered phases in the SU(4)-
symmetric system. The term “magnetic” is used to refer
to the two-orbital Hubbard model. At half filling (i.e.,
two particles per site), we expect that antiferromagnetic
(AFM) correlations can develop under appropriate con-
ditions. In order to identify AFM ordered phases and to
analyze their stability at finite temperature, we calculate
the staggered order parameters mα defined as
mα = |m˜α| ≡ |nAα − nBα |, (3)
where nγα denotes the filling of flavor α on a site of sublat-
tice γ ∈ {A,B}. Since we are dealing with fermions, the
value of mα ranges between 0 (paramagnet, PM) and
1 (“perfect” AFM). We observe that in the symmetry-
broken phases, the four flavors always split up into pairs
(see also reasoning below), with each pair dominantly oc-
cupying one of two sublattices. Staggered magnetizations
are equal for members of each pair αα′ (m˜α = m˜α′) and
opposite for members of different pairs (m˜α = −m˜β),
but all of them have the same amplitudes, mα ≡ m ∀ α.
Therefore, the AFM phase can be described by a single
parameter m. According to Fig. 1, we find this phase
to remain most stable against thermal fluctuations at in-
termediate interaction strength (U ∼ W = 12t). The
Ne´el temperature reaches its maximum TmaxN ≈ 0.27 t at
U ≈ 14.2 t and decreases at larger interaction strengths
according to the relation TN ∝ t2/U for the strong-
coupling regime.
Note that in our numerical analysis we applied no ad-
ditional constraints on the type of magnetic order, except
for limiting ourselves to the easy-axis (number-operator
basis) projections and allowing only two distinct sublat-
tice solutions. However, in two particular regions of the
T − U phase diagram (see Fig. 1), (i) U ≈ 5t, T < 0.13t
and (ii) U ≈ 14t, T ≈ 0.3t, a damping between DMFT
iterations was required to ensure final convergence, inde-
pendently of the impurity solver (ED or CT-HYB). With
an additional linear-response analysis, we verified that
in case (i), there are no other incommensurate compet-
ing types of magnetic instabilities [i.e., other than with
the ordering wave vector Q = (pi, pi, pi)]. The absence
of DMFT convergence without damping in region (ii) is
caused by the proximity of the metal-insulator transition.
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the SU(4)-symmetric Hubbard
model at half filling (n = 2). The hatched area corresponds to
the coexistence region of PM Fermi liquid and AFM insulator.
The metal-insulator coexistence region [obtained under the
PM constraint, i.e., no broken SU(4) symmetry] is indicated
with light dotted lines inside the AFM phase.
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FIG. 2. Sketch of some potential symmetry-broken phases
on bipartite lattices with corresponding residual symmetries,
the total number of unbroken generators (UG), and the num-
ber of Nambu-Goldstone modes (NGM) that is equal to the
number of spontaneously broken generators at half filling [1].
For better visibility, we used the number-operator-basis rep-
resentation, so that occupancies of sublattices A and B by
different components are indicated by different colors. pα
represents the probability of tunneling of component α be-
tween sublattices, which is determined according to the Pauli
blocking principle.
The used approach allows, in principle, for observa-
tion and analysis of other types of long-range ordered
states, in particular, other types of flavor-density waves
(FDWs) that have different residual symmetries and thus
different number of unbroken generators and Nambu-
Goldstone modes; see also Fig. 2. However, while suscep-
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FIG. 3. Dependencies of the magnetization m on the interac-
tion strength U/t at different temperatures. Inset: The width
of the coexistence region as a function of the temperature.
tibilities that correspond to other generators of the SU(4)
group show equal behavior in the PM region with cor-
responding divergence at the same critical temperature,
we observe that the system chooses the “conventional”
AFM symmetry-broken phase at any nonzero coupling
U/t when the temperature is decreased. This can be
explained by the fact that the residual symmetry of the
denoted AFM phase (in contrast to other FDWs) is maxi-
mally adjusted to Pauli blocking under given constraints,
such that the kinetic energy of all four flavors can be min-
imized with the most efficiency.
The phase diagram presented in Fig. 1 for the SU(4)-
symmetric system is peculiar in several aspects. From
the Fermi-liquid (weak-coupling) side, we observe a dis-
continuity in m, indicating a first-order phase transi-
tion from PM to AFM. This result is in stark contrast
to the well-studied case of the two-component SU(2)-
symmetric Hubbard model at half filling, where the cor-
responding transition is of the second order at any cou-
pling strength U/t. It also differs substantially from the
low-temperature characteristics of the three-component
SU(3)-symmetric Hubbard model on a simple cubic lat-
tice at n = 1 (1/3 band filling), where the transition is of
the first order, but appears only at a moderate coupling
Uc ≈ 9.6t in the T = 0 limit [32]. In Fig. 3, we analyze
in more detail the low-temperature behavior of the stag-
gered magnetization m in the weak-coupling region of
the obtained phase diagram (see Fig. 1). Taking into ac-
count the extrapolation shown in the inset, we conclude
that the coexistence region shrinks monotonously with
temperature; thus the transition becomes second order
only at U = 0 and T = 0.
The observed first-order transition is also accom-
panied by a hysteresis of the average double occu-
pancy (see Fig. 4), D = L−1
∑
j Dj , where Dj =∑
α
∑
α′>α〈njαnjα′〉 for a lattice site j and L is the total
number of sites in the system. Therefore, both m and D
can be used to determine the coexistence region of the
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FIG. 4. Dependencies of the double occupancy on tempera-
ture (a) with account for AFM ordering and (b) under the PM
constraint. Plots (a) and (b) also correspond to two different
coexistence regions indicated in Fig. 1.
PM Fermi liquid and AFM insulator (the hatched area
in Fig. 1). The structure of the phase diagram agrees
well with the recent DMFT results obtained for a similar
SU(4)-symmetric system with the Bethe lattice geome-
try [23]. Furthermore, based on the hysteretic behavior
of double occupancy in the PM regime (with AFM or-
dering being artificially suppressed in the numerical pro-
cedure) we find a first-order metal-insulator transition
(MIT) [19, 20, 23], indicated in the phase diagram in
Fig. 1 by light dotted lines.
The isothermal compressibility κ, defined as the vari-
ation of the particle density with the chemical potential,
κn2 = ∂n/∂µ, gives further information about the single-
particle gap. The advantage of this quantity is that it
is both experimentally measurable [35] and theoretically
obtainable, similarly to the double occupancy. Diverging
lines of constant compressibility in Fig. 5 mark the metal-
insulator crossover region above the AFM phase. Given
that DMFT overestimates the Ne´el temperature in the
intermediate- and strong-coupling regimes for the single-
band SU(2)-symmetric Hubbard model (see, e.g., Ref. 36
for comparison), we expect that the MIT second-order
critical point in the SU(4)-symmetric system lies in the
PM region and can thus be directly probed in experiment.
In the ordered phase, the MIT is shifted towards smaller
interaction strengths and coincides with the AFM tran-
sition line. This effect is intuitively clear since at weak
and intermediate coupling the AFM order drives the sys-
tem to the insulating state, and thus suppresses charge
(particle-number) excitations.
The entropy per particle serves as a temperature mea-
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FIG. 5. Contour plot for compressibility of the SU(4)-
symmetric mixture at half filling in the proximity of the mag-
netic (thick gray line) and metal-insulator (dashed gray line)
transitions. The shaded contour lines in the AFM region cor-
respond to solutions under the PM constraint in DMFT.
sure in experiments with ultracold gases [26, 37]. We cal-
culate the entropy per site in the normal (PM) phase and
obtain S(µ0, T ) at a given temperature T and chemical
potential µ0 = µhf (2) via the thermodynamic Maxwell
relation ∂S/∂µ = ∂n/∂T by integration S(µ0, T ) =∫ µ0
−∞ (∂n/∂T ) dµ. The entropy per particle for a homoge-
neous system is then determined as s = S/n(µ0) = S/2.
According to Fig. 6, in the region of weak and inter-
mediate coupling, the well-known Pomeranchuk cooling
effect is observed, i.e., at fixed entropy the temperature
decreases with increasing U/t. For the SU(4)-symmetric
mixture at half filling, the critical entropy value at which
the isentropic curve reaches the AFM phase boundary is
estimated to be sc ≈ 0.86.
From Fig. 6, it appears most favorable to approach the
Ne´el-type magnetic ordering with three-component mix-
tures in the case of homogeneous systems. However, un-
der experimental conditions, the presence of the trapping
potential plays a crucial role. There are strong indica-
tions that the exceeding entropy can be more effectively
distributed in surrounding shells of four-component mix-
tures than in systems consisting of only two or three in-
teracting fermionic flavors. The corresponding DMFT
analysis taking account of the trapping potential can be
done (see, e.g., Ref. 39); however, quantitative results
depend on parameters of a particular experimental setup
and thus this task goes beyond the scope of the present
paper. In Sec. III B, we provide another comparison of
entropic behavior in the context of four-component mix-
tures with lower symmetry of the Hamiltonian (1).
B. Four-component mixtures with lower
symmetries
Next, we study the influence of the interorbital in-
teraction Vdir by gradually decreasing its strength from
Vdir = U to Vdir = 0 (while setting Vex = 0 in the first
part of this section) and analyzing the transition from a
complete SU(4) symmetry to the case of two fully sep-
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FIG. 6. Isentropic lines indicating entropy per particle, AFM phases, and PM metal-insulator coexistence regions (blue dashed
lines) for three different SU(N)-symmetric Hubbard models on a cubic lattice. For comparison purposes, the subplots for two-
component SU(2)-symmetric and three-component SU(3)-symmetric systems are taken from Refs. 38 and 32, respectively. Note
that for the four-component mixture, the lattice filling is fixed to n = 2, and thus the entropies per site are twice as high in
this regime.
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FIG. 7. Isentropic lines and AFM phase boundary at differ-
ent values of Vdir/U .
arated (mutually noninteracting) SU(2)-symmetric sys-
tems (see Fig. 7). We observe that the interorbital
interaction suppresses the AFM ordered phase. With
a decrease of Vdir, this phase is enlarged significantly
[the most rapid change is observed at Vdir ≈ U , i.e.,
close to the SU(4)-symmetric point], both into the region
of higher temperatures and lower interaction strengths.
Note that the present AFM phase in the Vdir = 0 limit is
identical to DMFT results obtained earlier for the single-
band SU(2)-symmetric system in simple cubic lattice ge-
ometry [38, 40, 41].
In contrast to temperature dependencies, the entropic
behavior in the PM region demonstrates that the en-
tropy capacity increases with the interorbital direct in-
teraction strength. In particular, for s = 0.9, the low-
est temperature that can be reached by adiabatic change
of the interaction strengths is approximately T = 0.5t
for Vdir = U , which is twice as large as for other cases
depicted in Fig. 7. Therefore, the critical entropy that
allows one to approach the AFM ordered phase within
the adiabatic process is significantly larger in the case of
the SU(4)-symmetric fermionic mixture. Note that the
SU(4) symmetry does not necessarily have to be exact in
order to produce the increased entropy capacity. There-
fore, ultracold mixtures of alkali atoms (6Li and 40K as
alternatives to 87Sr and 173Yb) can be appropriate can-
didates for approaching the magnetically ordered phases.
Finally, we study the influence of the exchange interac-
tion and consider the case Vdir = U/2 and Vex ≥ 0. Note
that the parameter Vex sets the amplitude of the spin-
flip process, but it also appears in the density-density
term, since it enters the interaction matrix Uαα′ . Be-
low, we consider these contributions separately, i.e., we
analyze the effect of Vex > 0 as a density-density inter-
action without including the spin-flip term (also denoted
as Ising-type Hund’s coupling, the form that was used,
e.g., in Refs. 22 and 42 to analyze ferromagnetic insta-
bilities away from half filling), as well as the system with
a full account of the spin-flip term. We present results
for two particular nonzero values of the exchange interac-
tion: Vex = U/4 (fulfilling the relation Vdir = U − 2Vex,
typically applied in solid-state theory) and Vex = U/2
(due to Vdir = U/2, this limit corresponds to zero off-
diagonal elements U13 = U24 = 0 in the density-density
interaction matrix Uαα′).
As shown in Fig. 8, the AFM ordering remains a dom-
inant instability for the Hubbard model for the exchange
interaction 0 ≤ Vex ≤ U/2 at half filling. Moreover,
because of different amplitudes for intra- and interspin
interactions, it results in the relative enlargement of the
AFM phase in the corresponding T −U diagram in both
cases (with and without the spin-flip term). As expected,
the spin-flip term does suppress the AFM ordered phase;
however, the AFM-favoring effect of the finite exchange
interaction outweighs the suppression at weak and inter-
mediate coupling, such that the maximal critical temper-
atures at Vex & U/4 are still about 30% higher than in
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FIG. 8. Phase transition lines to the AFM state for systems
with Vdir = U/2 and Vex = 0 (black), Vex = U/4 (red), or
Vex = U/2 (blue), with the spin-flip term (N) and without it
(i.e., only with the Ising-type contribution to the exchange,
).
the system with Vex = 0.
We have entropy-based estimates concerning the “opti-
mal” type of the exchange term (with or without spin flip
as considered above) that can be realized in experiments
working with mixtures of ultracold atoms. Similarly to
the above-discussed cases, we observe that at fixed U and
T the entropy per particle increases (the corresponding
Pomeranchuk effect becomes stronger) with the account
of the spin-flip process in the proximity of magnetic tran-
sitions. Therefore, at intermediate coupling (close to the
corresponding TN maxima), the two effects — suppres-
sion of TN and increase in s — almost compensate each
other, such that the critical entropies per particle are ap-
proximately the same, e.g., for Vex = U/4, we obtain
sc ≈ 0.67 in both cases.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We analyzed the thermodynamic properties of four-
component fermionic mixtures in a periodic lattice with
simple cubic (three-dimensional) geometry at half filling.
The DMFT results for SU(4)-symmetric mixtures (sim-
ilarly to those obtained for the Bethe lattice [23]) show
a first-order transition from a paramagnetic Fermi liq-
uid to an antiferromagnetic insulator at nonzero tem-
perature, in contrast to the continuous transition in the
two-component Hubbard model with SU(2) symmetry.
Another feature distinguishing the SU(4)- from SU(2)-
symmetric model is the proximity of the Mott critical
point to the AFM boundary. The breaking of the SU(4)
symmetry by Vdir and Vex is found to increase the AFM
critical temperature, but to reduce the critical entropy,
which is the actual control parameter in ultracold-atom
experiments.
The inhomogeneity and finite-size effects originating
from the trapping potential are important and should be
studied in more detail. Other important directions for
a separate theoretical analysis are magnetic instabilities
away from half filling as well as a special case of quarter
filling in the four-component Hubbard model at nonzero
temperature.
Appendix A: Modifications of the applied ED
impurity solver
In order to understand which modifications to the ED
solver are necessary, we analyze the effect of the spin-flip
term on the basis states. The Anderson impurity model
(AIM) corresponding to Eq. (1) is
HAIM =
ns∑
l=1
4∑
α=1
εlαnlα +
ns∑
l=2
4∑
α=1
Vlα(a
†
lαcα +H.c.)
+
4∑
α=1
4∑
α′>α
Uαα′nαnα′ + Vex (c
†
2c
†
3c1c4 +H.c.),(A1)
where all lattice sites except for the impurity (l = 1,
ε1α = −µ, cα ≡ a1α) constitute the effective bath with
orbital structure. The number of orbitals taken into ac-
count, ns, determines the accuracy of the model. In the
Fock representation, the basis states read:
|n11n21...nns1〉 |n12...nns2〉 |n13...nns3〉 |n14...nns4〉
with nlα ∈ {0, 1} being the occupation number for flavor
α on orbital l, where l = 1 is the impurity and l ≥ 2
denote the bath orbitals. The basis states of the system
can be grouped in sets labeled by the configuration q =
(q1 q2 q3 q4), with qα =
∑ns
l=1 nlα denoting the total
number of particles with flavor α in the system.
When the spin-flip term is absent, qα is a conserved
quantity and these sets build separate blocks in the block-
diagonal Hamiltonian. The total number of particles n =∑
α qα in the system can vary between 0 (qα = 0 ∀ α)
and N · ns (qα = ns ∀ α), where N is the number of
flavors. In total, there are X distinct configurations q,
X = (ns + 1)
N ,
and to each configuration q belong Y basis states build-
ing one block in the Hamiltonian, with
Y =
∏
α
ns!
(ns − qα)! qα! ≡
∏
α
(
ns
qα
)
.
The spin-flip term does not change the total number
of particles in the system; it only alters the configuration
q and thus connects different q blocks in the Hamilto-
nian. A block associated with configuration q becomes
7connected to blocks of the following configurations:
(q1 q2 q3 q4)→

(q1 + b q2 − b q3 − b q4 + b)
...
(q1 + 1 q2 − 1 q3 − 1 q4 + 1)
(q1 q2 q3 q4)
(q1 − 1 q2 + 1 q3 + 1 q4 − 1)
...
(q1 − a q2 + a q3 + a q4 − a)
where a = min [q1, ns − q2, ns − q3, q4] and b =
min [ns − q1, q2, q3, ns − q4]. In this way, the dimension
of the block i to diagonalize increases from Yi × Yi with
Yi =
∏
α
(
ns
qαi
)
to Bj × Bj with Bj =
∑
i Yi for the j-th
bunch of n blocks i1, . . . , in, which are connected inside
the bunch j by the spin-flip term.
Therefore, in order to account for the spin-flip term in
the ED solver while preserving the efficiency, it is suffi-
cient to regroup the basis states, such that all connected
configurations are adjacent. Thus, the Hamiltonian pre-
serves a block-diagonal structure, only with a fewer num-
ber but larger size of the blocks.
Regarding limitations in the accuracy of the ED solver
originating from the finite number of orbitals ns in
Eq. (A1), from a direct comparison with the CT-HYB
solver we determined that ns = 3 (ns = 4) orbitals per
each of four fermionic flavors is usually enough to have
a reliable qualitative (quantitative) agreement in most
regimes of interest. Therefore, in our analysis we use
mainly ns = 4 (in particular, in Sec. III A), except in
cases that require qualitative estimates, but significantly
enlarge the parameter space to be analyzed (results with
a full account of the spin-flip process and entropy calcu-
lations that are given in Sec. III B).
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